Abstract-Due to the voluntary nature of open source software, it can be hard to find a developer to work on a particular task. For example, some issue reports may be too cumbersome and unexciting for someone to volunteer to do them, yet these issue reports may be of high priority to the success of a project. To provide an incentive for implementing such issue reports, one can propose a monetary reward, i.e., a bounty, to the developer who completes that particular task. In this paper, we study bounties in open source projects on GitHub to better understand how bounties can be leveraged to evolve such projects in terms of addressing issue reports. We investigated 5,445 bounties for GitHub projects. These bounties were proposed through the Bountysource platform with a total bounty value of $406,425. We find that 1) in general, the timing of proposing bounties and the bounty-usage frequency are the most important factors that impact the likelihood of an issue being addressed. More specifically, issue reports are more likely to be addressed if they are for projects in which bounties are used more frequently and if they are proposed earlier.
INTRODUCTION
Software projects often use issue tracking systems to store and manage issue reports. Developers or users submit issue reports to report bugs or request new features, and wait for these issues to be addressed. However, some issue reports may never be addressed. For example, developers may avoid addressing issues that they consider too low priority, or difficult to implement. To encourage developers to address such issue reports, a bounty can be proposed by one or more backers for the issue reports.
A bounty is a monetary reward that is often used in the area of software vulnerabilities. Prior studies examined the impact of bounties on vulnerability discovery [4] , [7] , [24] . Finifter et al. [4] suggested that using bounties as an incentive to motivate developers to find security flaws is more cost-effective than hiring full-time security researchers.
Bounties are now being used to motivate developers to address issue reports, e.g., to fix bugs, to improve performance, or to add new features. Bountysource 1 is a platform for proposing bounties for open source projects across multiple platforms (e.g., GitHub) which currently has more than 46,000 2 registered developers. Although bounties are used in the issue-addressing process, the relationship between bounties and this process is not yet understood. For example, it is unclear whether a bounty improves the likelihood of an issue being addressed (i.e., the issue-addressing likelihood) in projects. By understanding this relationship, we could provide insights on how to better leverage bounties to evolve open source projects, and on how to improve the usability and effectivity of bounty platforms.
In this paper, we study 3,509 issue reports with 5,445 bounties that were proposed on Bountysource from 1, 203 GitHub projects, with a total bounty value of $406,425. We first examine the impact of the frequency of bounties (i.e., the bounty-usage frequency) being used in projects and the timing of proposing bounties on the likelihood of an issue being addressed. We found that: 1) Bounty issue reports are more likely to be addressed in projects which are using bounties more frequently. Backers of the projects in which bounties were not used before proposed higher bounty values to get issues addressed. 2) Bounty issue reports for which bounties were proposed earlier are more likely to be addressed. Additionally, there is a risk of wasting money for backers who invest money on long-standing issue reports.
To understand if there are other factors that have an impact on the issue-addressing likelihood, we use logistic regression to study the relationship between 27 factors (including the timing of proposing a bounty and the bountyusage frequency of a project) along 4 dimensions (i.e., 2 . http://bit.ly/2RkDeCc
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project, issue, bounty, and backer) and the issue-addressing likelihood. We found that for bounty issue reports:
1) The timing of proposing bounties and the bountyusage frequency are the two most important factors that impact the issue-addressing likelihood.
2) The total bounty value that an issue report has is the most important factor that impacts the issueaddressing likelihood in the first-timer projects.
We also performed a manual study on the addressed bounty issue reports in which the bounty remained unclaimed (i.e., the cases in which bounties were ignored by developers). We found that some developers addressed an issue cooperatively, making it difficult to choose a single developer that would be awarded the bounty. In addition, some developers are not driven by money to address issues.
Based on our findings, we have several suggestions for backers and the Bountysource platform. For example, backers should be cautious when proposing small (i.e., < $100) bounties on long-standing issue reports since the risk of losing the bounty exists. Bounty platforms should consider allowing for splittable multi-hunter bounties.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background information about GitHub and Bountysource. Section 3 describes our data collection process. Section 4 introduces our preliminary study. Section 5 and Section 6 study the impact of the bounty on the issueaddressing likelihood in terms of projects' bounty-usage frequency and the timing of proposing bounties. Section 7 investigates more factors that may potentially affect the issue-addressing likelihood. Section 8 studies the closedunpaid bounty issue reports and discusses the implications of our study. Section 9 discusses the threats to validity of our study. Section 10 introduces related work. Finally, Section 11 concludes our study.
BACKGROUND
In this section, we briefly introduce the issue tracking system on GitHub and the open source bounty platform Bountysource.
Issue tracking system on GitHub
The issue tracking system (i.e., ITS) on GitHub helps developers to manage their project with issues. Users and developers can report bugs or request new features by posting an issue report on the issue tracking system. There are two statuses of an issue report: "open" and "closed". "Open" indicates that the issue report is still active and is waiting to be addressed. "Closed" indicates that the issue report has been closed. The most common reason for closing an issue report is that the issue has been addressed, but it could also have other reasons (e.g., duplicated issue reports). Users can attach free-text labels to issue reports to indicate the category of an issue report. A issue report contains a title to summarize the issue and a description that describes the issue in detail. Developers can discuss an issue report by leaving comments, which can include code snippets, links or images to improve the description. 
Bountysource
Bountysource is a platform on which users can pledge a monetary incentive (a bounty) to address an issue report of an open source project. There exist two roles on Bountysource: the bounty backer and the bounty hunter roles. Bounty backers, which may be anonymous, are users or developers who propose bounties for issue reports. The backer can set an expiration period for bounties that are over $100. When the bounty expires, the money is refunded to the backer; otherwise, the bounty stays with the issue report until someone claims it. Bounties that are smaller than $100 are not refunded if they remain unclaimed. One issue report can have multiple bounties from one or more backers. Bounty hunters are developers who address issue reports that have bounties. Once a developer claims to have addressed an issue report, its bounty backer(s) can choose to accept (no response will be taken as an acceptance) or reject the claim. In this situation, backers have two weeks to make the decision (accept or reject). If no backer explicitly rejects the claim, the bounties will be paid to the developer automatically. Multiple bounty hunters can work on an issue report at the same time, but the bounties of an issue can only be rewarded to one bounty hunter. Figure 1 summarizes the relationships between the bounty, the bounty backer, the bounty hunter, the issue report, the issue reporter, and the developer. Basically, when an issue report is submitted by an issue reporter, one or more bounty backers can propose bounty(ies) on the issue report. One or more developers of the issue report can choose to become bounty hunters to address the issue report but only one bounty hunter can get the bounty(ies).
Developers and users from more than 12 platforms (e.g., GitHub) propose bounties for issue reports through Bountysource. In this study, we focus on GitHub issue reports, since the majority of the bounties (see Section 3 for more details) that are proposed on Bountysource are for GitHub issue reports. Figure 2 shows the workflow of the bounty processes between GitHub and Bountysource. The lifecycle of a bounty starts with a bounty backer proposing a bounty for an issue report on GitHub. Bountysource will generate a link to the issue report on GitHub. The bounty backers pledge money to Bountysource (the money is held by Bountysource) and can choose to "advertise" the bounty by tagging the issue report on GitHub with a bounty label (see the example 3 for details), appending the bounty value to the title of the issue report or mentioning the bounty in 3 . http://bit.ly/2EQEA6c the discussion of the issue report in GitHub. When a bounty hunter starts working on an issue, they can update their working status on Bountysource. After the issue report is addressed, the bounty hunter can submit a claim for the bounty on Bountysource and the backer will be notified. Once the bounty backer accepts the claim, the bounty hunter receives the money from Bountysource.
Based on the status of an issue report and whether a bounty is paid out, a bounty issue report has the following three statuses: Closed-paid: the issue report is closed and the bounty has been successfully rewarded to a bounty hunter. We defined such issue reports as successful bounty issue reports. Open-unpaid: the issue report is open and the bounty is active. We defined such issue reports as failed bounty issue reports. Closed-unpaid: the issue report is closed but the bounty remains unclaimed. We defined such issue reports as ignored bounty issue reports.
DATA COLLECTION
In our study, we focus on the bounties that are proposed through the Bountysource platform since it is one of the most popular platforms for open source projects. As explained in Section 2, Bountysource supports issue reports from several ITSs (e.g., GitHub and Bugzilla). Figure 4 shows the distribution of Bountysource bounties across its supported ITSs. The majority of the issue reports come from GitHub (77.3%), hence we focus our study on the bounties that were proposed for GitHub issue reports.
All information about the bounties is stored on Bountysource and all details about issue reports and their corresponding projects are stored on GitHub. Hence, we collected data for our study along three dimensions: the bounty, the issue report, and the project. Figure 3 presents an overview of our data collection process, which is broken down as follows:
Step 1: We retrieved the bounty and issue information from Bountysource using its official web API. 4 The bounty information includes the backers who proposed the bounty, 4 . https://bountysource.github.io/ the proposed bounty value and the hunter who addressed the issue report. In addition, we collected basic information about the GitHub issue reports such as their id and URL.
Step 2: We retrieved the details of the issue reports, which are linked to Bountysource bounties by using the URL and id that we retrieved in step 1, from GitHub using its official web API. 5 For example, we collected the description of the issue report, the creation date of the issue report, the comments that developers left under the issue, and the labels of the issue report.
Step 3: We calculated the corresponding project's bounty information for each collected bounty issue report, such as the number of total bounty issue reports of a project.
In total, we collected 5,445 bounties with a total value of $406,425, together with their corresponding issue reports which were reported between Oct 19, 2012, and Oct 5, 2017. Table 1 gives a description of our dataset.
PRELIMINARY STUDY
In our preliminary study, we first present basic descriptive statistics about the bounty: 1) the distribution of bounty issue reports across the possible statuses (i.e., successful, failed and ignored); 2) the distribution of the number of days between the reporting of the issue and its first bounty being proposed (i.e., days-before-bounty); 3) the distribution of the frequency of bounties being used in projects (i.e., bountyusage frequency). From these statistics, we get a basic view of how bounties are used across projects. In addition, when a bounty issue report is closed and the bounty is paid out, we define this bounty issue report as addressed. We also calculate the issue-addressing likelihood against the bounty value and check the relationship between the issueaddressing likelihood and the bounty value.
62.7% of the bounty issue reports are closed, while the bounties in almost one third of these closed issue reports remain unpaid with a value of $41,856 in total. Figure 5 The distribution of the number of days between the reporting of the issue and its first bounty being proposed (i.e., days-before-bounty) in four different time ranges. their bounties were ignored (i.e., closed-unpaid). The total value of the ignored bounties ($41,856) is "frozen" in the Bountysource platform unless someone claims the bounty. In the rest of the paper, when we say the likelihood of an issue being addressed (i.e., issue-addressing likelihood), we only refer to the bounty issue reports that are successful (i.e., closed and paid out). We do not take the issue reports which were ignored into consideration because the hunters might not be driven by the bounty in such issue reports. We conducted a qualitative study of these closed-unpaid bounty issue reports to better understand them in Section 8.1.
34.6% of the bounties were proposed within 7 days from the creation of an issue report, while 30.2% of bounties were proposed after more than 180 days. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the days-before-bounty metric in four continuous time ranges (i.e., 0 to 7 days, 8 days to 30 days, 31 days to 180 days, and more than 180 days). We observe that in 34.6% of the issue reports their first bounty was proposed within 7 days since their creation, while in another 30.2% of the issue reports their first bounty was proposed after 180 days since their creation.
More than half of the projects only used a bounty once, while two projects used bounties very frequently (more than 100 times). The distribution of the bountyusage frequency of each project is skewed (with a variance of 57.02). 768 (65%) projects used a bounty only once, 62 projects used a bounty at least 10 times and only 9 projects used a bounty more than 50 times.
The correlation between the bounty value and the issue-addressing likelihood is weak. Figure 7 presents the issue-addressing likelihood of an issue report against the bounty value that an issue report has. We do not observe obvious patterns between them. The correlation between the bounty value and the issue-addressing likelihood is 0.14, which indicates a weak correlation.
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Counter-intuitively, the correlation between the bounty value and the issue-addressing likelihood is weak. However, this low correlation may be due to the variation of the frequency of bounties that were used before in different projects and the timing of proposing the bounty.
Therefore, in Section 5 we investigate how the issue- addressing likelihood changes across projects with different bounty-usage frequencies. We study the relationship between the timing of proposing bounties and the issueaddressing likelihood in Section 6.
STUDYING HOW THE ISSUE-ADDRESSING LIKE-LIHOOD CHANGES ACROSS PROJECTS WHICH HAVE DIFFERENT BOUNTY-USAGE FREQUENCIES
Bounties are frequently used in some projects while rarely used in others (see Section 4). The frequency of using bounties in a project may reflect the degree of experience that the project has with bounties and may have an impact on the issue-addressing process. Therefore, in this RQ, we investigate how the issue-addressing likelihood changes across different projects with different bounty-usage frequencies. Furthermore, we study the relationship of the issue-addressing likelihood with the bounty value and the project activities (e.g., creating pull requests). With a better understanding of the bounty across different projects, we can provide insights on how to better use bounties.
Approach: Figure 8 gives an overview of our approach. We elaborate on each step below. Project categorization: Given the variance (see Section 4) of the bounty-usage frequency for different projects, it is not advisable to study all the issue reports as one group when we study the bounties at the issue-level. Therefore we categorize the projects into the following three groups:
1) First-timer bounty-projects: Projects which have only one bounty issue report. 2) Moderate bounty-projects: Projects which have 2 to 50 bounty issue reports. 3) Frequent bounty-projects: Projects which have more than 50 bounty issue reports.
It is important to study the bounties in the first-timer bounty-projects, since users of such projects may not have former bounty experience. Insights on the usage (e.g., how large of a bounty should be proposed?) and the impact (e.g., the issue-addressing likelihood) of bounties in these projects may benefit other projects which are new to using bounties. We grouped the projects that have more than 50 bounty issue reports as well since we assume that in such projects the community is more familiar with the use of bounties. After grouping the projects into the above mentioned three groups we ended up with 768 (65%) first-timer bountyprojects, 400 (34%) moderate bounty-projects, and 9 (1%) frequent bounty-projects. Bootstrap sampling: After grouping the projects into the three groups, we used a bootstrap sampling approach to sample issue reports across projects. The purpose of using bootstrap sampling is to reduce the bias that is caused by the unbalanced number of projects across the three groups. We first randomly sampled 500 projects from each group with replacement. Then we randomly sampled one bounty issue report from each sampled project. The purpose of sampling one report from each project is to avoid a bias towards the projects that have more issue reports than other projects in the same group. Aa a result, we sampled 500 bounty issue reports from each of the 3 project groups. To make our results stable and reliable, we repeated the above sampling process 100 times with different random seeds. We ended up with 100 samples with 1,500 issue reports each (i.e., 500 issue reports for each group). Data Analysis: For each sample, we calculated the issueaddressing likelihood across the three project groups and visualized the results in plots. To compare the differences between two data distributions (e.g., the differences of the bounty values between successful and failed bounty issue reports), we used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test [1] , which does not require the sample to be normally distributed. We consider the two distributions as significantly different when the p-value of the test is smaller than 0.05. Furthermore, we applied Cliff's delta d [12] effect size to quantify the magnitude of the difference. We use the following thresholds for d [17] : |d| ≤0.147 (negligible); 0.147 < |d| ≤0.33 (small); 0.33 < |d| ≤0.474 (medium); 0.474 < |d| ≤1 (large). Results: Issue reports in projects which have a higher bounty-usage frequency are more likely to be addressed. Figure 9a shows the median issue-addressing likelihood for each project group. We observed a positive relationship between this likelihood and the bounty-usage frequency, which indicates an issue report is more likely to be addressed in a project with a higher bounty-usage frequency.
Our statistical test results show that the issue-addressing likelihood is significantly different across these three groups of projects with a large effect size. One possible explanation is that the lower bounty-usage frequency of a project may indicate that the backers have less experience in proposing a bounty (e.g., at the proper time with a proper value) and the hunters react to bounties less actively than in projects with a higher bounty-usage frequency. The successful bounty issue reports have a relatively higher bounty value than failed bounty issue reports, particularly in the first-timer bounty-projects. Figure 9b shows that the median ratio (the bounty values of successful reports compared to those of failed reports) is larger than 1 in all 3 project groups. In other words, the successful bounty issue reports have higher bounty values than the failed bounty issue reports. In addition, comparing the ratio across project groups, the first-timer bounty-projects have the largest ratio (2.5) among the three groups, indicating that developers may want more money to address an issue in first-timer bounty-projects than in other projects. Our statistical test results shows that the differences in bounty value between successful and failed bounty issue reports are significant (p-value < 0.05) in the first-timer bounty-projects for all samples with a non-negligible Cliff's delta effect size (72% samples have a small effect size and 28% samples have a medium effect size). In 97% of the samples of the moderate bounty-projects the bounty value of successful issue reports is significantly higher than that of failed issues (with a nonnegligible effect size in 77% of the cases). For the frequent bounty-projects, in 92% of the samples the differences were not statistically significant.
One possible explanation is that first-timer bountyprojects may not be as active as moderate and frequent projects. Therefore, backers would be required to propose bounties with higher values to attract enough attention from the community for addressing issues. To investigate this explanation, we examined the activity of the projects in terms of the number of pull requests, issue reports, and commits. Figure 10 shows the distributions of the occurrences of these three activities in each project group. Projects with fewer The distributions of the occurrences of three activities (i.e., the create pull request, the report issue and the commit change) in each project group.
bounty issue reports are usually less active (in terms of the number of pull requests, issue reports, and commits) than projects with more bounty issue reports. Another possible explanation is that the backers in the first-timer bounty-projects have no experience in proposing bounties and sometimes overestimate the value of addressing an issue report. In this situation, the overestimated bounty issue reports may attract more attention from the community due to their "easy money" and get addressed easier.
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The issue-addressing likelihood is higher in projects which used bounties more frequently. Successful bounty issue reports have higher bounty values than failed bounty issue reports in the projects which used bounties less frequently.
STUDYING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TIMING OF PROPOSING A BOUNTY AND THE ISSUE-ADDRESSING LIKELIHOOD
In Section 4, we observe different patterns for the timing of proposing bounties, which may have different relationships with the issue-addressing likelihood. In this section, we investigate the relationship between the timing of proposing bounties and the issue-addressing likelihood. With a better understanding of the relationship, we can provide insights into how to improve the timing of proposing a bounty. Approach: We use the same data (100 samples of 1,500 issue reports for each sample) as RQ1. For each sample, we grouped data into four timing ranges based on the number of elapsed days between the creation of an issue report and the proposal of its first bounty(i.e., days-before-bounty). We defined the four timing ranges as follows: and 180 days after the issue was reported. 4) (180,∞): the first bounty was proposed after 180 days after the issue was reported.
Then we calculate the issue-addressing likelihood across the timing ranges for each sample to study the relationship between the timing and issue-addressing likelihood. To further study the relationship between the issue-addressing speed and the timing, we also calculate the time it takes to close the issue report after the first bounty is proposed (i.e., time-to-close) in each timing range for each sample. Furthermore, we also study the timing in terms of different project groups for each sample. 
73

Project groups
Median number of days−before−bounty Fig. 12: The distribution of the median number of days between the creation of the issue report and the proposed of the first bounty to the bounty is proposed (i.e., days-beforebounty) across different project groups for 100 samples.
Results: In general, issue reports for which bounties were proposed earlier have a higher likelihood of being addressed. Figure 11a shows the distribution of the median issue-addressing likelihood across the timing ranges over 100 samples. We calculated the Wilcoxon rank-sum test and Cliff's delta test to measure the differences between two distributions. The results show that there is no significant difference between the distributions of "[0,7]" and " (7, 30 ]" while there exist significant differences with large effect sizes for the other two distributions. The likelihood is getting smaller as the days-before-bounty gets larger, especially for the issue reports in which bounties are proposed after 180 days where the likelihood drops to 30%. One possible explanation is that as time progresses, the risk of a report becoming obsolete exists, leaving the issue report unaddressed even after a bounty is proposed. For example, an issue report 6 
Phone Application. The owner of the application and another developer both showed great interest in this issue. Because of the lack of time, the feature was never added. A bounty of $5 was proposed 7 after almost one year (i.e., on Jan 12, 2017). However, the issue report was closed because Ubuntu Phone was no longer used making the issue report obsolete. Because of the low value, the bounty was not refundable. In other words, backers carry the risk of wasting their money by proposing small bounties on such long-standing issue reports.
Another possible reason for the lower issue-addressing likelihood of the issue reports for which bounties were proposed later is the potential difficulty of such issue reports. Figure 11b shows the median time that was taken to close issues (i.e., time-to-close) across each timing range. We observe that the issue reports in which bounties were proposed later took more time to be addressed.
Backers proposed bounties earlier in the first-timer bounty-projects. Figure 12 presents the distribution of the median value of the days-before-bounty metric across the project groups for each sample. The median days-beforebounty is 34, 45 and 73 for each project group, respectively. We calculated the Wilcoxon rank-sum test and Cliff's delta d effect size to measure the differences of distributions between the first-timer bounty-projects and the moderate bounty-projects, the moderate bounty-projects and the frequent bounty-projects, respectively. The result shows that any two pairs of distributions are significantly different with large Cliff's delta effect sizes, indicating that the daysbefore-bounty is higher in projects with a higher bountyusage frequency. One explanation is that the activity of firsttimer bounty-project is lower (see Figure 10 ), which may encourage backers to propose a bounty earlier to attract developers to get an issue addressed.
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In general, issue reports for which bounties were proposed earlier have a higher likelihood of being addressed. In addition, the risk of losing money exists for backers who propose small bounties for long-standing issue reports.
USING A LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL TO STUDY THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE STUDIED FACTORS AND THE ISSUE-ADDRESSING LIKELIHOOD
In the previous sections, we studied the relationship between the issue-addressing likelihood, the bounty-usage frequency and the timing of proposing a bounty. However, there may exist more factors that potentially affect the issueaddressing likelihood. In this section, we conduct a deeper study on the relationship between other factors and the issue-addressing likelihood. With a better understanding of this relationship, we can provide insights into how to use a bounty to improve the issue-addressing process.
Approach
In this section, we use the same data as in Section 5 to build logistic regression models to investigate the relation- 6 . https://github.com/bhdouglass/uappexplorer/issues/69 7. http://bit.ly/2Q3BIns ship between the studied factors and the issue-addressing likelihood. Firstly, we build models on the entire set of bounty issue reports to understand the global relationship (referred to as the global model). Secondly, as we can see in Section 5, the issue-addressing likelihood changes across project groups (i.e., the first-timer bounty-projects, the moderate bounty-projects, and the frequent bounty-projects). To understand the relationship within each project group, we build logistic regression models on the bounty issue reports of each group separately. To condense our writing, we refer to the model for the first-timer, moderate, and frequent bounty-projects as the first-timer model, moderate model, and frequent model, respectively. We use the logistic regression modeling technique since it is a robust and highly interpretable technique, which has been applied successfully in software engineering before [14] , [20] . Figure 13 gives an overview of our approach. Below, we elaborate on the studied factors, the processes of the model constructions, and the analysis of our models.
Studied factors
We consider 27 factors along 4 dimensions: 1) Issue report basic: Eight factors which can estimate the length and the popularity of an issue report. 2) Issue report bounty: Five factors which describe the bounty usage within a bounty issue report. 3) Project bounty: Six factors which reflect the bounty usage within a project. 4) Backer experience: Eight factors which capture the bounty experience of the backers of a bounty issue report. Table 2 and Table 3 summarize the description of and rationale behind the studied factors. The factors which are marked with '*' are time-dependent factors which are calculated at the time when the bounty is proposed. Note that the factors in the project bounty, issue report basic, and backer experience dimensions cannot be changed by a backer who wants to propose a bounty. Hence we include these factors as control factors in our models.
Model construction
Similar to prior studies [9] , [14] , [16] , [20] , we first removed correlated and redundant factors by using the Spearman rank correlation test and the redundancy analysis to avoid multicollinearity. We ended up with three factors in the project bounty dimension, six factors in the issue report basic dimension, four factors in the issue report bounty dimension, and three factors in the backer experience dimension. Then we added non-linear terms (i.e. NL) in the model to capture the more complex relationship in the data by employing restricted cubic splines [6] . Finally, we used the rms R package 8 to implement our logistic regression models (i.e., the first-timer, moderate, frequent, and global models) based on 100 samples and ended up with 400 models. See our appendix [26] for more details about our model construction. I code len* The total length of the code snippets in an issue report and its comments (in characters). I code proportion* The proportion of code in an issue report and comments (i.e.,
I code len I content len
).
I link cnt*
The number of links in an issue report and its comments. The discussion activities reflect the popularity of an issue report, which may have a relationship with the issue-addressing likelihood.
I img cnt* The number of images in an issue report and its comments. I cmnt cnt
The number of comments that an issue report received. I participant cnt* The number of participants in the discussion of an issue. I cmnt per day mean* The mean number of comments per day for an issue report. 
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Model analysis
For each group of logistic regression model, we used the Area Under the ROC Curve (i.e., AUC) and a bootstrapderived approach [3] to assess the explanatory power of models following prior studies [9] , [14] , [20] . The AUC ranges from 0 to 1 (0.5 is the performance of a random guessing model) and a higher AUC means that the model has a higher ability to capture the relationships between explanatory factors and the response factor. The optimism value is calculated by the bootstrap-derived approach and the small optimism value indicates that the model does not suffer from overfitting. To study the impact of each factor on the issue-addressing likelihood. We used the anova function in the R rms package to compute the Wald χ 2 value which reveals the impact. The larger the Wald χ 2 value of a factor is, the larger impact the factor has on the issue-addressing likelihood. We computed the Wald χ 2 value for each factor for each model and used the median Wald χ 2 value of each factor within a group to represent the impact of that factor in that group. In addition, to further understand how a factor influences the value of the response variables, we used the Predict function in the rms R package to plot the estimated issue-addressing likelihood against a factor. Since all models across 100 samples showed similar patterns of influence for the factors, we randomly selected a sample as an example to build models and visualize the results (see Figure 14 and Figure 15 ). The analysis allows us to further understand how a factor affects the issue-addressing likelihood. For the detailed results of our model analysis, such as the χ 2 values, we refer the reader to our online appendix [26] .
Results
Our models explain our dataset well and have a reliable performance. The median AUCs for each group of models are all at least 0.71 (see Table 4 ), which indicates that our models explain the dataset well and the low median optimism values (between 0.02 and 0.04) indicate that our models do not overfit the dataset. The description of and rationale for the factors in the Project bounty and the Backer experience dimensions. The factors which are marked with '*' are time-dependent factors which are calculated at the time when the bounty is proposed The number of open bounty issue reports of a project. P B paid proportion* The proportion of paid bounty issue reports of a project. P B total value* The total value of the bounties of a project.
P B usage group
The group of projects. Different groups of projects have different issue-addressing likelihoods (see Section 5).
Backer experience
Backer exp B median/sum/maxvalue*
The median/sum/max value of bounties which the backers of this bounty have ever proposed in the past.
Bounties from a backer who has proposed bounties often, or proposed high-value bounties in the past may attract more attention from developers.
t Backer exp B median/sum/max cnt*
The median/sum/max number of bounties which the backers of this bounty have ever proposed in the past.
Backer role any insider*
Whether any of the backers who has ever contributed to the project.
A backer who has ever interacted with the project before may help the bounty attract more attention from the community. Backer role have reporter* Whether the issue reporter is one of the backers for that issue report. In the global view, the timing of proposing the bounties and the bounty-usage frequency are the top two most important factors that impact the issue-addressing likelihood. Table 4 shows the top two important factors (ranked by median Wald's χ 2 value) in the global models across 100 samples. I B timing range (i.e., the range of the The plots show the relationship between the studied factors and the issue-addressing likelihood in the first-timer, moderate and frequent models in the selected sample. For each plot, we adjusted all factors except the studied factor to their median value in the model and recomputed the issue-addressing likelihood. The grey area represents the 95% confidence interval.
timing of proposing bounties) and P B usage group (i.e., the group of projects' bounty-usage frequency) are the most important factors which contribute the most explanatory power to the models. This observation echoes our findings in Section 5 and 6 that the timing of proposing bounties and the bounty-usage frequency have a strong impact on the issue-addressing likelihood. Figure 14 shows the relationship between the issueaddressing likelihood and the top two most important factors for the global model. I B timing range has a negative relation with the issue-addressing likelihood, which indicates that issue reports for which bounties are proposed earlier have a higher likelihood of being addressed. This observation echoes with our findings in Section 6.
In the projects that use bounties moderately and frequently, issue reports are more likely to be addressed if backers propose bounties on an issue report earlier. Table 4 shows that I B timing range is the most important factor in the moderate and the frequent models. Especially in the moderate models, I B timing range contributed more explanatory power than the other factors. For P Busage group, we observe a positive relation with the issueaddressing likelihood in Figure 15 . One possible explanation is that projects with a higher usage of bounties, have more experience in using bounties which may increase the likelihood of a bounty being addressed. For example, the eslint project maintains a document on how bounties work 9 . The eslint project has 43 successful (i.e., closed-paid) and only one failed (i.e., open-unpaid) bounty issue report. The total bounty value of an issue report is the most important factor that impacts the issue-addressing likelihood in the first-timer bounty-projects, while it is less important in the projects in which bounties are used more frequently. From Table 4 , we can see that I B total value (i.e., the total bounty value of a bounty issue report) is the most important factor in the first-time model, while it is not as important in projects in which bounties are used more frequently. Figure 15 shows a positive relation between I B total value and the issue-addressing likelihood of the first-time projects. This observation is compatible with our observations in Section 5 that successful bounty issue reports usually have much higher bounty values than failed bounty issue reports in the first-timer bounty-projects.
In general, the timing of proposing bounties and the bountyusage frequency are the top two most important factors that impact the issue-addressing likelihood. The total bounty value that an issue report has is the most important factor that impacts the issue-addressing likelihood in the first-timer bountyprojects, while it is not as important for projects in which bounties are frequently used.
DISCUSSION
Studying ignored bounty issue reports
In Section 4, we observed that in 19.7% of the bounty issue reports the bounties were ignored (i.e., closed-unpaid). For these ignored bounty issue reports, the issue reports were closed but the bounties remained unclaimed. It seems that money was not the driver that motivated developers to address these issues. To understand the possible reasons behind this phenomenon, we manually studied all 692 ignored bounty issue reports (with a total bounty value of $41,856). Because the "closed" status of an issue report does not necessarily mean that the issue was addressed (e.g., a report may have been a duplicate of another issue report), it is very difficult to automatically identify whether an issue in the closed issue report was addressed or not. Therefore, we need to manually examine the closed-unpaid bounty issues reports to filter out the reports that were closed for another reason than the issue being addressed.
21.8% (479 out of 2,200) of the addressed bounty issue reports were not paid out. We identified that 479 out of the studied 692 bounty issue reports were closed because the issues were addressed. Such cases are interesting since the developers could have claimed the bounty but they did not. We manually examined the discussion for these 479 issue reports. We identified 19 cases in which developers gave an explanation for not claiming the bounty. We grouped the explanations as follows: 9 . http://bit.ly/2Sql57n
The developer is not driven by money. In 7 out of 19 cases a developer refused to claim the bounty because they were not motivated by money to address the issue. For example, one developer was against the bounty because they felt that the issue-addressing process should be driven by the interests of the community rather than money. A contributor of the Brython project, refused the bounty because he wanted to keep Brython free from monetary motivations: "What is this 'bounty' thing? Needless to say, I refuse that anybody (me included, of course) gets paid for anything related to Brython." 10 In addition, he also asked bounty backers to remove all bounties within the Brython project although he respected prior bounties that were paid out. There were five bounty issue reports in the Brython project and four bounty issue reports that were addressed without claiming the bounty. The developer is afraid of sending the wrong message. Krishnamurthy et al. [11] pointed out that financial incentives may cause confusion in the community because the financial incentives may drive a project's own product development cycle away from what is in place. We observed that developers expressed similar concerns. A developer of the Facebook/HHVM project, explained that: "That's very generous of you, but I can't accept a bounty for doing my job. :-P It would be a conflict of interest, and I worry it sends the wrong message about how we prioritize issues from the community."
11
The issue report was addressed by more than one developer. We found nine cases where bounties ended up unclaimed because an issue report was addressed by multiple developers cooperatively and they felt inappropriate to claim the bounty by one developer. For example, the issue 12 was addressed by two developers and because a bounty cannot be split into two parts, no one claimed it.
The implications of our findings
Backers should consider proposing a bounty as early as possible and be cautious when proposing small bounties on long-standing issue reports. The timing of proposing a bounty is an important factor that impacts the issueaddressing likelihood. In Sections 6 and 7, we revealed the fact that issue reports for which bounties were proposed earlier are more likely to be addressed. Additionally, we observed that issue reports for which bounties were proposed earlier are more likely to be addressed faster. Backers benefit from the higher issue-addressing likelihood and faster issueaddressing speed by proposing bounties earlier.
In Section 6, we also noticed a big drop (i.e., from 53.2% to 30.1%) of the issue-addressing likelihood when backers proposed bounties on long-standing (i.e., more than half a year) issue reports. This drop might be due to such issue reports having become obsolete or being hard to address. Since bounties with a value of less than $100 will not be refunded to the backers if the issue report remains unaddressed, we suggest that backers be cautious when proposing small bounties on long-standing issue reports.
Backers should consider proposing a relatively bigger bounty in first-timer bounty-projects. Although the issue- 10 . http://bit.ly/2OTYx0x 11. http://bit.ly/2OZw1uw 12. http://bit.ly/2PrMiHV addressing likelihood is only 37.4% for projects with no bounty-usage experience, the first-timer model in Section 7 shows that the bounty value of an issue report is the most important factor in the first-timer projects, as the issueaddressing likelihood is higher for higher bounty values. The high ratio (2.5) of the bounty value of successful bounty issue reports to the bounty value of failed bounty issue reports also supports this finding. We suggest that backers of projects with no bounty-usage experience propose higher bounty values for issue reports.
Bounty platforms should allow for splittable multihunter bounties. In addition to a voluntary nature, open source projects have a collaborative nature. Some issues are hard for a developer to address alone. Hence, we encourage developers to work together, especially for issue reports which have a high bounty value (as these issue reports are often harder to address). However, the current bounty workflow only allows one bounty hunter to claim the bounty, which goes against the collaborative nature of open source. It may also drive the developers, who want to collaboratively address the issue, away because not every participant will get a reward at the end. Therefore, bounty platforms should consider adding the ability for a bounty to be split across multiple hunters to encourage developers to work together on difficult bounty issues.
Bounties should be transferable. The total value of all addressed-unpaid bounties ($43,256) is "frozen" in Bountysource. In addition, the median number of days between the closing date of the issue report and the date of collecting our data is 372.5, which means that more than half of the bounties from the ignored bounty issue reports were unclaimed for at least one year. By manually examining these 479 addressed-unpaid bounty issue reports, we found 31 cases in which someone reminded the bounty hunter to claim the bounty, however, the reminder was ignored. By reassigning these unclaimed bounties to other issue reports, a larger value could be created for these "stale" bounties. For example, Bountysource can suggest and enable backers to assign their long-standing unclaimed bounties to another unaddressed issue report, which has many comments (i.e., people care about it), to encourage developers to address the issue report. Interestingly, we also found suggestions from developers who did not want to receive the bounty but suggested the bounty backers to transfer the bounty to other issue reports or to the project as a kind of funding.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
In this section, we discuss the threats to validity. Threats to external validity are related to the generalizability of our findings. We studied only bounty issue reports from GitHub and Bountysource. Further research is necessary to find whether our findings are generalizable to other types of issue reports (e.g., from commercial platforms) and other bounty platforms. Although our models have a high explanatory power, there might be additional factors that relate to the likelihood of an issue being addressed. Future studies should investigate more factors.
Threats to internal validity relate to the experimenter bias and errors. One threat relates to the project categorization in Section 5, in which we used 50 bounty issue reports as a threshold to distinguish whether a project uses bounties moderately or frequently. To alleviate this threat, we redid the analysis of Section 5 with other bounty-usage frequency thresholds (i.e., 40 and 60). The resuls show that our findings still hold (see our online appendix [26] for more details).
Another threat is that we rely on manual analysis to identify the addressed-unpaid issues and to identify why developers did not claim a bounty in Section 8.1, which may introduce bias due to human factors. To mitigate the threat of bias during the manual analysis, two of the authors conducted the manual analysis and discussed conflicts until a consensus was reached. We used Cohen's kappa [5] to measure the inter-rater agreement and the value is 0.86, which indicates a high level of agreement.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss related work along two dimensions: the bounty in software engineering and the improvement of the issue-addressing process.
Bounties in software development: Bounties are used to attract developers and motivate them to complete tasks. Prior work has studied the impact of bounties on software development. [11] gave an overview of bounties in Free/Libre/Open Source Software (FLOSS). They observed that bounty hunters' responses are related to the workload, the probability of winning the bounty, the value of the bounty and the recognition that they might receive by winning the bounty. Different from their study, we focused on using bounties to improve the issue addressing process.
Several studies focused on the usage of bounties to motivate developers to detect software security vulnerabilities. Finifter et al. [4] analyzed vulnerability rewards programs for Chrome and Firefox. They found that the rewards programs for both projects are economically effective, compared to the cost of hiring full-time security researchers. Zhao et al. [23] investigated the characteristics of hunters in bug-bounty programs and found that the diversity of hunters improved the productivity of the vulnerability discovery process. Hata et al. [7] found that most hunters are not very active (i.e., they have only a few contributions). These findings are similar to our finding that most hunters only addressed one bounty issue. Zhao et al. and Maillart et al. [13] , [24] analyzed the effect of different policies of bugbounty programs. By studying bug-bounties from several perspectives, they provided insights on how to improve the bug-bounty programs. For example, Maillart et al. [13] suggested project managers to dynamically adjust the value of rewards according to the market situation (e.g., increase rewards when releasing a new version).
However, there is not much research to study the effectiveness of bounties in the issue-addressing process. The work of Kanda et al. [10] is closest to ours. They studied GitHub and Bountysource data, but studied only 31 projects (compared to 1,203 in our study). They compared the closedrate and closing-time between bounty issue and non-bounty issue reports. Their results showed that the closing-rate of bounty issue reports is lower than that of non-bounty issue reports, and it takes longer for the bounty issue reports to get closed than non-bounty issue reports. Our study performs a deeper analysis of bounties at the project and the time level. Besides, we further study the relationship between the issue-addressing likelihood and the bountyrelated factors (e.g., the total bounty value of a bounty issue report) while controlling for the factors that are related to the issue report and project (e.g., the number of comments before the first bounty is proposed). We found that the timing and the bounty-usage frequency are the most important factors in increasing the issue-addressing likelihood.
Improving the issue-addressing process: Issue addressing is an essential activity in the life cycle of software development and maintenance. Therefore, a large amount of research was done to improve the issue-addressing process. One group of studies focused on providing insights into improving the issue-addressing process in aspects of the quality of issue reports, the effectiveness of developers and automated bug localization and fixing. For example, Bettenburg et al. [2] , [8] analyzed the quality of bug reports (i.e., a type of issue report) and provided some guidelines for users to generate high-quality reports so that developers can address issues more efficiently. Ortu et al. [15] analyzed the relation between sentiment, emotions, and politeness of developers in comments with needed time to address an issue. They found that the happier developers are, the shorter the issue-addressing time is likely to be. Zhong et al. [25] performed an empirical study on real-world bug fixes to provide insights and guideline for improving the state-of-the-art of automated program repair. Soto et al. [19] performed a large-scale study of bug-fixing commits in Java projects and provided insights for high-quality automated software repair to target Java code. A number of studies helped developers locate the buggy code in projects using information retrieval techniques [18] , [21] , [22] , [27] . Different from prior studies, we perform an empirical study to understand the relationship between bounties and the issueaddressing process. We provide insights into how to better use the bounty to improve the issue-addressing process.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied 5,445 bounties with a total value of $406,425 from Bountysource along with their associated 3,509 issue reports from GitHub to study the relationship between the bounty (e.g., timing of proposing a bounty, bounty value, and bounty-usage frequency) and the issueaddressing likelihood. We found that: 1) The timing of proposing bounties and the bounty-usage frequency are the most important factors that impact the issue-addressing likelihood. Issue reports for which bounties were proposed earlier are more likely to have a higher issue-addressing likelihood and a faster addressing-speed. 2) In first-timer bounty-projects, the issue-addressing likelihood is higher for higher bounty values and in these projects, backers should consider proposing a relatively bigger bounty. 3) Backers should be cautious when proposing small bounties on long-standing issue reports as they risk losing money without getting their issue addressed.
Our findings suggest that backers should consider proposing a bounty early and be cautious when proposing small bounties on long-standing issue reports. Bounty platforms should allow dividing bounties between hunters, and transferring bounties to other issue reports.
